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The losing trick count has been recognized since 1915 as a good measure of playing 
strength.

The concept has been revived in 1934, 1954, 1974, 1994 and most recently by Australian
Bridge writer Ron Klinger.  

Cover cards were introduced by George Rosenkrantz in 1974.

If you have seven losers, you usually have an opening hand.  Normal responses, raises and 
rebids show a particular range of face cards and ruffing values, not all of which will 
necessarily be aligned with partner’s needs.

Subtract covers from losers and you know how many tricks you can take: 

TRICKS =13 – [ L – C].
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When your partner bids a suit, you know that any high cards you hold in his suit are certain 

to cover one or more of his losers.  Shortness in one of his side suits may cover his side 

losers, if you have enough trumps.

High cards outside partner’s known suits are only potential covers, since your high cards 

may match up with his singletons or voids.

Until you know otherwise, you can assume that an outside ace or king covers a loser.  Your 

singletons are treated as covers, as well.  

Queens and doubletons are treated as potential covers.  They are counted as ½ a cover, 

unless partner’s rebids confirm that they cover a loser or do not.
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This hand occurred on Tuesday 7 July 2015.

Partner’s two club bid corresponds to a hand with three or four losers.  Your response

shows at least one ace or king. 

Partner has shown a big twosuited hand.  He assumes you have at least five clubs and no 

more than two spades [you didn’t raise].  His six bid must show at least 54 or longer in the 

black suits and with the ace and king in both suits.  Since you see from the queens in your 

own hand that he has two losers in the black suits, he must have control of both red suits.  

He may have a heart void, or more likely, a heart singleton and the ace and queen of 

diamonds. He knows that you have at least one ace or king and that it is red.  At worst, he 

is expecting to have the slam depend upon a diamond finesse, even if your high card is 

badly placed and he cannot set up enough spade tricks to discard your diamond losers.

It partner needed only one cover to have some play for six, then you should expect to make 

14 tricks in clubs.
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Value depends upon context.

IF partner bids one spade, the second hand is better.

IF partner bids one heart, the first hand is better.

IN MY TERMS:  COUNT THE COVERS

If the queen is in partner’s suit, it is a sure cover;  If the queen is outside,

It is only a potential cover.

So, one hand covers two losers, the other covers only 1 ½, in high cards.

The doubleton diamond is also a potential cover.

If partner opens one heart, the first example might compete to the three level, since it has 

the extra trump length to draw trump from either side and then ruff diamonds on the 

board or clubs in declarer’s hand.
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The basic idea is to provide some margin of safety in your bidding, so that each potential 

contract reached during an auction depends upon a finesse, at worst, assuming normal suit 

splits.

Opener’s actions should be calibrated according to the same notion of margin of safety.  If 

a rebid forces partner to respond at a higher level, it should promise that you have 

sufficient strength for the higher contract to be safe.

This means that a game try over a raise should show a six loser hand.  You are asking 

partner to either reveal card locations or assess whether his cards can cover three of 

opener’s side suit losers

A reverse forces the bidding to the three level opposite a minimum hand,

so opener should again have no more than six losers.

A game forcing rebid should show five losers.

A 2NT opening should have five losers

A 2 Club bid should have three or four losers.
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Show examples of points wasted and of perfectly fitting cards to make the point that good

bidding is not accidental.
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Each pair has 20 points.  NS can make 11 tricks in their best suit, whereas, EW can make 

only seven.

CONTEXT!
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Context matters.  

If interference comes from the south hand, east’s queens are badly placed. 

This would make a game invitation a slight overbid.  Interference from the north would 

make an invitation an underbid.

The hand analysis assumes you will drop the offside spade king.  If north bids over 1 spade,

you should assume he has the king and try to drop it.  A heart lead should make it obvious:  

There are 16 points against you, North lacks the heart king, so he needs the spade king or 

extraordinary distribution for a vulnerable overcall in a broken suit.
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